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Poland is putting its own spin on a nuanced NATO
plan to deter Moscow in eastern Europe without
stationing permanent troops on Russia’s borders,

prompting disquiet from allies including Britain, which
needs Warsaw’s help in EU reform negotiations. Poland’s
defence minister on Thursday seized on Britain’s
announcement that it is sending troops for exercises in
the country, telling local radio that London would sta-
tion 1,000 military personnel in Poland from next year.

Britain’s defence ministry declined to comment, but
alliance diplomats say there are no such plans. Britain is
providing nearly 1,000 troops for two NATO exercises lat-
er this year, as well as 1,000 personnel in four years’ time,
when Poland will lead the new NATO rapid-reaction
spearhead force. But the subtlety of the language used
to promote the new NATO deterrent policy in the east is
an opportunity for Poland’s new conservative govern-
ment. Warsaw, which is hosting the NATO summit in
July, has called for a permanent NATO troop presence in
the past and the new government has intensified those
demands.

NATO’s current compromise aims to have a “persis-
tent” - rather than “permanent” - military in the east,
based on a new network of eight small NATO outposts,
more war games, and, if needed, a rapid response force,
including air, maritime and special operations compo-
nents of up to 40,000 personnel. “Some people say ‘per-
manent’, others use ‘persistent’, other people use ‘rota-
tion’. In fact we are talking about the same thing,”
General Petr Pavel, chairman of NATO’s military commit-
tee, told a news conference on Thursday.

The idea is to reassure the ex-Soviet countries in
NATO that they are protected from the kind of annexa-
tion Russia orchestrated in February in 2014 in Crimea,
while avoiding a return to the Cold War, when the
United States had some 300,000 service personnel sta-
tioned in Europe. NATO also wants to keep a 1997 prom-
ise to Moscow not to permanently station forces on the
Russian border, thereby avoiding antagonizing a newly-
assertive Russia and reach a peace settlement in eastern
Ukraine, where NATO says Russia supports the rebels
with weapons and troops.

Russia responded on Friday by saying it will form four
new military divisions this year to strengthen its western
and central regions because of the stepped-up exercises,
which NATO set out in a calendar published on
Thursday. That is exactly the kind of reaction NATO
Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg wants to avoid, say-
ing last year that he will not be “dragged into an arms
race”.

Brexit Link
Publicising NATO’s message is a sensitive task,

because eastern and Baltic NATO allies hope that a per-
sistent NATO military presence in the east may one day
become permanent, whereas NATO wants to avoid giv-
ing that impression. Poland and the Baltic states pre-
pared a joint position in May last year to lobby NATO for
the permanent stationing of a brigade. All three former
Soviet republics have Russian minorities and fear
Kremlin moves to inflame tensions there after the pro-
Russian insurrection in eastern Ukraine.

Polish President Andrzej Duda said last week at
NATO he wanted any NATO troop presence to be “per-
manent to the greatest extent possible”. NATO allies
such as Germany and Britain are against stationing
forces permanently in the east. But Britain is also wary
of publicly criticizing the Polish government as London
seeks its support in negotiations aimed at keeping
Britain in the European Union ahead of a referendum
on “Brexit” expected in June.

Poland is understood to be open to compromise
over British demands to l imit the rights of EU
migrants if London helps build up NATO’s presence in
central Europe. NATO’s main focus is on a 5,000-strong
“spearhead” force, part of which can move within 48
hours.  But Poland’s Foreign Minister Witold
Waszczykowski said that was not enough. “A few years
ago, it was assumed that (the eastern flank’s security)
could be guaranteed through a support mechanism,
a spearhead,” he said on Thursday at a joint news con-
ference with German Foreign Minister Frank-Walter
Steinmeier in Warsaw. “Today, this position is evolving
and is starting to head in the direction of security
guarantees being fulfilled through ...  a presence of
allied troops.”  —Reuters
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By Dr James J Zogby 

For both Democrats and Republicans, this year’s
presidential contest is another “Armageddon
election”, the outcome of which will decide crit-

ically important domestic and foreign policy con-
cerns. Despite its significance, we are just days away
from the “first in the nation” Iowa caucuses and the
direction of this election is still very much “up in the
air” and about as confusing as any in recent memory.
Iowa, therefore, will be important.

On the Republican side, Donald Trump remains
atop the field holding a commanding lead. The
prospect of a Trump victory is panicking the party’s
leadership who don’t trust his commitment to con-
servative principles and fear the damage he may do
to the party’s chances to win the White House and
keep control of Congress.

The establishment’s concerns are compounded by
two key factors. They must be careful that in attacking
Trump they don’t alienate his supporters - since
Republicans will need them to win in November. And
there is no logical establishment alternative to Trump.
The pretenders to that throne have all run rather lack-
luster campaigns and have drawn considerable blood
attacking each other. A recent poll demonstrates the
GOP’s problem. In that poll, 20 percent of Republican
voters said they will not vote for any candidate in
November other than Trump, with another 20 percent
saying they will not vote for Trump if he is the party’s
nominee - a conundrum, indeed.

Dynamics 
In fact, at this point, Trump’s only real competition

is coming from another anti-establishment candi-
date, Ted Cruz. While the GOP leadership fears Trump,

they truly dislike Cruz. Iowa is important. If Trump
wins Iowa and goes on to win in New Hampshire, he
would be positioned to win the Republican nomina-
tion. However, if Cruz, a favorite among Evangelical
Christians, wins in Iowa, it could knock Trump off his
pedestal creating a very different dynamic for the
contests in New Hampshire and beyond. The prob-
lems of no clear establishment favorite and what to
do about Trump’s supporters will remain, but it will
be a very different election for the GOP. 

On the Democratic side, the once inevitable
Clinton candidacy has shown signs of fading in the
face of a surprisingly strong challenge by Bernie
Sanders. Sanders’ candidacy has been powered by
his authenticity and principled progressive politics.
Recent polls show Sanders in a virtual tie with
Clinton in Iowa and beating her rather decisively in
New Hampshire.

Once again, Iowa is important. If Sanders loses
Iowa, his insurgent campaign will no doubt continue,
but without the same energy. If, however, Sanders
wins both Iowa and New Hampshire, it will change
the entire dynamic of this contest energizing his sup-
porters while at the same time exposing Clinton’s
weaknesses as a candidate. It will not, however, be
decisive because the Democratic party establish-
ment has many of the same concerns about Sanders
as the GOP has about Trump.

Another concern shared by many Democrats is
that while they want to keep the White House and
win control of the Senate, they fear the polarized par-
tisanship that has long paralyzed Washington poli-
tics. With either Sanders or Clinton as the party stan-
dard-bearer, they are concerned that we will see only
more rancorous rhetoric from the GOP and more
paralysis.  

Outcomes 
Should Sanders  win both Iowa and New

Hampshire, two outcomes are possible. One is
that, the Clinton-Sanders contest will get more
heated and will continue until one emerges blood-
ied but victorious at the end of a drawn out fight.
Another possibil ity is  that Joe Biden may be
pressed to reconsider his decision to enter the
race. While Biden has, in fact, missed the filing
dates to compete in a number of states, there are
enough major states (which account for well over
one-quarter of all the party’s delegates) in which
he could still qualify to appear on the ballot -
states Biden may not win outright, but in which he
may win enough delegates to ensure a “brokered
convention” that will have to vote on the eventual
nominee.

In such a scenario, the contest would pit Sanders
and Clinton against Biden, with Biden rightly claim-
ing to be both the heir of the Obama coalition and
legacy, and the one Democrat who can expand
that coalition and work to end the partisan divide.
With many Democrats nervous about the ability of
Sanders and Clinton to change Washington’s poi-
sonous atmosphere, Biden could emerge as an
interesting choice. While some Democrats might
dread a wide-open convention, such a truly demo-
cratic exercise might actually create a very positive
dynamic that could help energize the party faithful
for the November contest.

The bottom line is that we are just days away
from the Iowa caucuses and only two things are
clear: The stakes are high and the shape of this
contest is still uncertain. Iowa will be important. 

NOTE: Dr James J Zogby is the President of the
Arab American Institute

Iowa will be important
Washington Watch

By Robin Emmott and Wiktor Szary

By Jim Heintz

President Vladimir Putin has made no public
comment on the sensational report by a British
judge that concluded the Kremlin leader proba-

bly approved a 2006 plan to kill a Russian dissident in
London.  Instead,  his  subordinates went before
reporters and portrayed it as a groundless accusation
concocted by a relentlessly hostile West. Moscow
apparently believes that Western leaders’ eagerness to
stem the tide of Syrian refugees will make them hesi-
tant to push Russia too strongly in the murder case,
fearful of hindering peace talks on Syria that are
scheduled to begin next week.

Russia’s reaction to Thursday’s report on the poi-
soning death of Alexander Litvinenko - a former secu-
rity operative who became a fierce Kremlin critic - is a
familiar one in the Putin era: a denial of any wrongdo-
ing amid aggrieved contentions that foreign pup-
peteers are aiming to push Putin from power and
weaken Russia. In recent years, Russia has denied
claims that it sent troops into eastern Ukraine to fight
with rebels, that it supplied a missile that shot down a
Malaysian airliner over Ukraine, and that its warplanes
were bombing Syrian civilians and supporting the
troops of Syrian President Bashar Assad.

The tactic works well at home, feeding Russians’
strong appetite for perceiving their nation as ever-
besieged. This kind of appeal has helped keep Putin’s
personal approval ratings high even as the economy
deteriorated sharply in the past two years. In the
West, it only reinforces Russia’s image as truculent and
obstructive. A series of sanctions were imposed on
Russia over its actions in Ukraine, and Moscow’s rela-
tions with Washington and many European countries
are at best strongly troubled.

Wedges 
But Russia also has wedges it can employ with the

Western world, particularly regarding Syria. Assad is
Moscow’s longtime ally, and Russia can wield more
influence with him than the countries that overtly
seek his ouster.  Despite occasional signs that Russia
is less than fully comfortable with Assad, it firmly
resists making regime change a mandatory condi-
tion for ending the civil war. Russia also is a key fac-
tor on the Syrian battlefield, launching thousands of
airstrikes since late September. Although claims dif-
fer sharply on how hard those airstrikes are hurting
the Islamic State group and other extremists, the
sheer demonstration of military might means the
West cannot afford to alienate Russia.

Moscow, in turn, would not want to push dis-
agreements with the West too far; it needs a resolu-
tion in Syria, both with regard to retaining its only
military base in the Middle East, as well as suppress-
ing the Islamist militants that Moscow fears have
their eyes on Russia. In that light, it appears that the
British’s judge’s allegations in the Litvinenko case
may have little - if any - blowback. “If US and British
political circles remain interested in joint efforts with
Russia in the struggle against international terrorism,
the Litvinenko case will soon be forgotten,” Andrei
Kilmov, deputy head of the foreign affairs committee
of Russia’s upper house of parliament, told the state
news agency Tass on Friday.

Even as Prime Minister David Cameron said Britain
would toughen its stance with Russia in the wake of
the Litvinenko findings,  he acknowledged that
London needs Moscow. “Do we at some level have to
go on having some sort of relationship with them
because we need a solution to the Syria crisis?  Yes
we do - but we do it with clear eyes and a very cold

heart,” he said. One analyst cast doubt on that strate-
gy. “That may not be sensible because the UK’s influ-
ence on what Russia does in Syria is minimal,” said
Keir Giles, a Russian analyst at Britain’s Chatham
House institute.

No Retaliation 
After the report by Judge Robert Owen came out,

Putin’s spokesman Dmitry Peskov said it could “fur-
ther poison the atmosphere of our bilateral rela-
tions”. But Russia has not announced any retaliatory
measures. “I am sad to say relations have already
been frigid for a long time,” said Viktor Ivanov, a
Putin ally who heads Russia’s anti-narcotics agency.
Litvinenko’s claim of Ivanov’s ties to organized crime
was mentioned in the report as a possible reason
Moscow may have wanted the dissident eliminated.

Russia has another interest in preventing relations
with the West  f rom worsening:  The conf l ic t  in
Ukraine. Although fighting there has diminished
notably in recent months, the tensions between
Ukrainian forces and Russia-backed rebels remain
unresolved. In addition, Western sanctions connect-
ed to the conflict are still in force, and those are con-
tributing factors in Russia’s economic troubles.

Moscow recently has shown heightened interest
in bringing about a resolution, appointing influential
Putin ally Boris Gryzlov as an envoy to the group try-
ing to implement a solution. Russian officials indi-
cate the strategy for dealing with the Litvinenko alle-
gations will be to hew tightly to denials and hope
the controversy will go away. “I want to say that this
is  not news that is  discussed widely in Russia,”
Deputy Prime Minister Yuri Trutnev told AP on Friday
at the international  economic forum in Davos,
Switzerland. —AP

Russia’s tone familiar after poison report


